Rules for Burgoo Festival Pageants
Contestants in Miss and Teens will compete in casual wear of their choice and formal wear.
All others will compete in casual wear or Sunday Best.
Each age group will have a winner and first runner-up. More participants will result in more
placements and special awards like Most Photogenic.
All decisions are final from the judges.
Contestants must compete as of their age on Sept. 23rd.
Bad Sportsmanship will not be tolerated and will result in removal from the Pageant and
possibly disqualification of the contestant. This includes dressing areas.
Please be courteous and considerate of all others at all times.
Every contestant will receive a participation award.
The only contestants that move on to the State Festival Pageant Level to compete from these
age groups will be the winner of the Miss Burgoo & Miss Teen, the Humanitarian Award winner,
and our Ad Ambassador. Miss Burgoo and Miss Teen Burgoo will automatically advance with
their entry fee paid.
Every contestant in every age group is eligible to win the Humanitarian Queen or King, The
Humanitarian winner is determined by the amount of donations that the individual contestants
turn in before the deadline of Sept. 22nd. The winner will be eligible to compete at the Ky State
Festival Pageant. Donations collected will go directly to benefit the Burgoo Scholarship Fund
and charitable giving. Winner receives the title, crown and sash.
Each contestant can also sell good luck advertisements in our pageant program. Any contestant
from the Miss & Teen that sells 2 full pages of ads, and 1 full page from all other age groups will
have their entry fee waived. Selling 3 full pages will earn them a Prince/Princess crown and
sash to be presented with the awards in their age division. All advertisements for the Pageant
program must be submitted by Sept. 8th. See sample ads for more info. Business ads are
accepted and encouraged along with the good luck wishes. The Ambassador will be eligible to
compete at State, win the title, crown and sash.
Early registration is strongly encouraged, but not mandatory. We will accept late entries until the
day of the pageant, but the contestant will miss the pre-pageant photo shoot and won't be in our
program. Awards will be determined by the number of contestants we have registered by Sept.
8th.
The pre-pageant photo shoot date and time will be announced soon, along with a practice run
through to get the contestants more familiar with pageantry, give them an opportunity to build
friendships, and enjoy the food and snacks provided. I want to ensure that each participant has
a pleasant pageant experience and a positive attitude no matter the judges choices.
Registration Forms can be mailed to the following:
Kasey Briscoe
5036 Paddock Loop
Lawrenceburg Ky 40342
Kasey.briscoe@gmail.com
502-680-5059

